Information
Technology Solutions
Striving
for Excellence
Improving Your Health System’s Performance

As greater portions of health system revenue becomes contingent on quality goals, an intense focus on health outcomes
and quality is essential for systems to maintain financial strength. As a leader in health care quality, the Health Research &

HRET
UNDERSTANDS:
YO UR NEE DS :

Educational Trust (HRET) will partner with your system to assess your quality improvement efforts towards an optimal
quality improvement structure and refine your processes to achieve top decile quality outcomes.

Systematic Consulting Approach & Understanding Your Need

Cu s to m iz e d So lu tio n

A key component to identifying gaps in a health system’s quality program is to first understand your system’s goals.

•

Through in-depth conversations with your leadership team, HRET is able to customize an approach that ensures

•
•

Assessment of current
priorities
Evaluation of system
capabilities
Knowledge of changing
health care landscape

YO UR PRO C ESS ES:
O n -s ite In te rv ie w s
•
•
•

Trustees/Board Members
Executive Leadership
Clinicians

YO UR O U T CO M ES :
Da ta An a ly s is
•
•

Examination of your health
system’s data
Benchmarking of system’s
quality data against other
similar systems nationwide

recommendations are aligned with desired outcomes.

Changed
Process

Improved
Outcomes

HRET will conduct an

HRET will facilitate on-site

HRET will use its nationwide,

extensive document review of

discussions with key

system performance database to

staffing structure, dashboards,

stakeholders (executive

aggregate your performance

and provider profiles, to

leadership, board members,

measures and compare them

provide suggestions for

quality and clinical leadership)

against other leading health

adjustments that can maximize

to provide input on changes to

systems. This will help prioritize

your quality improvement

processes to drive improved

focus areas.

efforts.

outcomes.

Adjusted
Structure

HO W T O G ET YO U
T HER E:
T ra in in g
•
•

Presentations of
findings
On-site educational
sessions for board
members and system
leadership

Case Study: Continuum Health Partners (New York, NY)
After collecting and synthesizing information from the health system’s materials, data, and on-site interviews (4 days), HRET
provided 18 recommendations to assist Continuum Health Partners to strive for the top decile of quality performance. All of
these recommendations were prioritized to provide clear direction on next steps for the system. These recommendations were
presented to the system’s board and then customized in a separate presentation to clinical leadership staff. Dr. Maulik Joshi,
president of HRET and Senior Vice President of the American Hospital Association, led two on-site educational sessions
geared to help leadership manage the change process and further understand the changing landscape of health care and how
it affects their system.

For additional
information,
contact:
Ashka Dave at
adave@aha.org

We greatly benefitted from our involvement
with HRET. They were a terrific partner in
helping us identify areas for improvement
in how we deliver care.”

Dr. David Bernard, MD
Chief Quality Officer, Continuum Health Partners
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